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i
j	and  O'(.)i5ii,   vaporising temperature  154° to  450° F., flash
•	point, elose.d test 2'ir>" to 55H° E., flash point, open test 288°
!	to 570" K.    i'joks in weight on heating to 360° F. at atmos-
pheric piv.snuiv HO hours 0 to 12 per cent., ditto at 140 hours
lJ'f> to 17 per rent, Virtuosities at «212° F. (100° C.) 122 to 312
(water at 70" K = Ifci) and viscosities at 000° F. (315° C.) 26
to M. The. most interesting results are the viscosities which
1	are se<m to fall rapidly as the temperature rises, and at 600° F.
they have, almost a constant value which is extremely low
and  in   I'act approximating to that of water.   At  ordinary
j	temperatures the oils are, almost too thick to flow.
|	Ac-cording to A. Cormorant1 lubricating oils intended for
j	line in engines working with superheated steam should have
\	aw   near  aw   possible  the    following  characters : — Specific
1	gravity O'DO ; fluidity at WTO., 12° to 15°(Barbey); at 100° C.,
<	100" to  150" (Harbey); viscosity at 50" C. 50 to 60 and at
100" (•. (>  in Kngler*H viHCometor; ignition point, close test,
]	300" to MO" (I    For engines working with saturated steam
the figures should be, specific gravity, 0*88 ; fluidity at 35° C.
I	.10° to 50" and at 100" 0. 150° to 250°; viscosity at 50° C. 30
\	and at 100" 0. Mrt.
I	In the measurement of fluidity Barbey's "ixometer" is
employed.     This  consists  of a  tube 5 mm. diameter and
200 mm. long in which is fitted a rod 4mm. diameter centred
exaelly in the same axis an the tube, thus leaving a capillary
Hpaee between the rod and the tube through which the oil is
t	made to flow.    The fluidity is measured by the number of
e.o.'s of oil which pans in one hour at a definite temperature
j	and under a constant pressure of 100 mm.    The apparatus
I	in standardised with fresh cold-drawn castor oil, 100 c.a's of
1	which paHB in that time — 100° (Barbey).
1	Oils which lose a considerable amount on heating, say to
300" K, are unsuitable for use in cylinder lubrication, because
not  only is this  portion given  off by evaporation  in  the
cylinder and earned away by the steam, but it passes with
the condense water into the boiler where it is distinctly detri-	!l
mental and in fact dangerous.
1 Hull tine. Am/,, Nord (In la Franco, 1918, 41, 153-156.
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